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MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: April18, 2001
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate
Presiding Officer:
Joshua S. Nelson
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:30 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Beaghan, Bryan, Delgado, Ely, Gunn, Heesacker,
Connie Roberts, Scott Roberts, Sutton
William Bender, David Dauwalder, Ken Gamon, Gerard Hogan, David Kaufman, Libby Street, Carolyn
Wells, Thomas Yeh

CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 01-25 (Passed): The agenda was approved as
circulated.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the April 4, 2001, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as circulated .
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
Memo from Tracy Scwhindt, Associate Registrar, Academic Services, regarding faculty participation in
commencement and Honors Convocation.
Request from Beverly Heckart, Professor, History:
April 16, 2001
Joshua Nelson, Chair
Faculty Senate
With this letter I request a formal interpretation of the Faculty Code under Section 1.25. I further request that this
interpretation be rendered in an expeditious way so as to avoid precedent-setting action that has not been
subjected to the regular practice of hearing and consideration by the Code Committee and the faculty/Faculty
Senate.
The subject of the interpretation is as follows . It has come to my attention that academic deans have requested
that they be considered for merit as individuals holding academic rank and defined as faculty under the Faculty
Code. The provost has acceded to the request with the following rationale: "In the same way that full-time
department chairs may substitute performance of their duties as chair for the teaching criteria in Merit Level I and
II consideration, others who perform full-time administrative duties should also be able to have their performance
of those duties be considered in lieu of the teaching criteria as well." Following that rationale, the provost has
constituted ad hoc personnel committees under Faculty Code Section 8.85. Those committees are currently
operational.
In requesting this interpretation, I submit that such action, to the best of my knowledge, is unprecedented .
Secondly, full-time deans are subject to the code for administrative exempt personnel. Thirdly, deans are
classified as administrators; chairs are classified as faculty members and, except for a few instances, share
teaching duties with their administering duties . Code Section 8.85 involves a certain moral ambiguity. To what
extent does the act of reviewing someone who holds authority to determine merit, promotion, tenure and other
awards--such as released time--for individual teaching faculty influence the ultimate judgement of the
administrator? Fifthly, to what extent does judgement for merit under Faculty Code Section 8.85 conflict with the
code for administrative exempt personnel? There may be other issues involved as well.
Thank you for your consideration and expeditious handling of this request.
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REPORTS:
A.
ACTION ITEMS:
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee
Motion No. 01-26 (Passed): Senator Donahoe, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee,
made a motion that that after discussion was approved : "Addition of a Media Equipment and Technology Use
Committee to the Central Washington University Policy Manual, section 2-1.24 attached as Exhibit A."
Motion 01-26A (Passed): Senator Lewis proposed a motion that was approved : "That motion number 01 -27
be divided into a series of motions as defined by underlined sections of the proposed 2000-01 faculty code
changes in Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-27 (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved: "Revision to section 1.15 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No . 01-27 A (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved: "Revision to section 4.30 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No . 01-278 (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved: "Revision to section 4.60 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-27C (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved: "Revision to section 5.25 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-270 (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved: "Revision to section 7.25 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-27E (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved : "Revision to section 8.65 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-27F (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved : "Revision to section 8.70 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No 01-27G (Passed) : Ken Gamon , on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved: "Revision to section 8. 75 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-27H (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved: "Revision to section 8.80 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached
as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-271 (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved: "Revision to section 10.20 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-27 J (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved : "Revision to section 14.30. A. of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-27K (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved : "Revision to section 14.30. E. of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
attached as Exhibit B."
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Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 01-28 (Passed): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, made a
motion that was approved: "Take from the table Motion No. 01-23."
Tabled Motion No. 01-23 (Passed): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
made a motion that was approved: "Addition of a BAIBS General Studies Program." (Summary attached as
Exhibit C.)
B.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:
1. CHAIR: Chair Nelson ceded his time to committee reports.
2. CHAIR ELECT: Chair Elect Holden ceded his time to committee reports.
3. PRESIDENT: President Mcintyre thanked those individuals who worked on the preparation for the NCATE visit
and ceded the rest of her time to committee reports.
4. STUDENT REPORT: No report.
5. SENATE CONCERNS: Senator Donahoe informed Senators that information regarding faculty remuneration for
teaching distance education courses can be found at httg:ljwww.cwu.edu/-provost/de comg faculty.html. She
explained that during the recent NCATE visit she discovered that nobody seemed to know how faculty were
remunerated for teaching distance education courses. Senator Donahoe asked the Faculty Senate to address
this issue at a future meeting .

Senator Braunstein informed Senators that the first draft of the performance-based budgeting guidelines were
available and asked Senators to review the document. He stated that in the report, the SEOI is the single
parameter used to measure teaching effectiveness and that the SEOI ratings seem like an inadequate parameter
to measure teaching effectiveness for a university that claims one of its primary missions is "excellence in
teaching ."
Senator Beath asked Senators how many departments have discussed, or not discussed , performance-based
budgeting with faculty. After a show of hands it was determined that there are still faculty members who have not
been included in the performance-based budgeting process.
Going back to Senator Braunstein's concern, Chair Elect Holden reported that he had asked the Academic Affairs'
Council about the validity of using the SEOI as a measure of teaching effectiveness in the performance-based
budgeting process and urged them to remove it from the guidelines . He stated that the answer he was given was
.that currently there is no other measure to use and that the institution wanted to make a political statement
showing that it cares about the results of the scores . Senator Braunstein and Chair Elect Holden will work
together to create an alternative performance measure and present it to the Academic Affairs' Council for
inclusion in the performance-based budgeting process.
6. FACULTY SENAT E STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE- No report.
BUDGET COMMITTEE: Thomas Yeh, Chair of the Budget Committee, reported that the next committee
meeting is Monday, April 23, 2001, 3-4 p.m. in Library 206. Provost Dauwalder will meet with the committee
to discuss faculty salary base adjustments. Thomas Yeh introduced William Bender, member of the Faculty
Senate Budget Committee, who presented a report on budgetary benchmarks attached as Exhibit D. (Exhibit
D is currently being formatted for the Web. If you would like a copy, please contact Nancy Bradshaw
in the Faculty Senate.)
CODE COMMITTEE: Ken Gamon, Chair of the Code Committee, reported that the committee will meet with
Libby Street, Assistant to the President, on Monday, April 23, 2001, to discuss Faculty Code changes for the
upcoming NASC visit this fall, and with Provost Dauwalder the following Monday, April 30, 2001 . The
committee will discuss issues with the provost that were started earlier in the year but never resolved . One of
the issues is related to the Senate concerns previously expressed regarding teaching effectiveness. He
explained that the committee has worked on a proposal for the Faculty Code, but haven't worked out the
details. The committee would like to see teaching effectiveness have more parts to it than the current SEOI. A
final proposal will be presented to faculty next year.

Dr. Gamon reported that the Code Committee is currently beginning work for next year's Code revisions and
asked Senators to send issues to the committee this spring quarter and not wait until next year.
Referring to the formal request for a Faculty Code interpretation from Beverly Heckart (Communications
section above), Dr. Gamon reported that the findings of the Code Committee was that deans are not covered
under section 8.85 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure. The first part of this section reads ,
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"Ad hoc personnel committees shall be appointed at the request of the faculty member to assist the
provost/vice president for academic affairs in judging faculty members who have joint assignments outside
their respective departments, and those faculty members , usually called directors, who administrate academic
centers or services." This section addresses faculty members that are teaching in more than one department
which is an appropriate place for such a committee. It also addresses faculty who are directors of a program in
addition to teaching. The program may be far enough away from the faculty member's department that
warrants a broader look at their credentials The language that says, "usually called directors," was written
because there were a few faculty in positions that were essentially a director, but held a different title. Those
are the only two areas that were intended to be covered by section 8.85.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: Senator Culjak reported that the Curriculum Committee will be offering
changes to section 5-10 Curriculum Policies and Procedures of the CWU Policies Manual at the next Faculty
Senate meeting.
GENERAL EDUCATION: No report
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: Senator Beath reported on the E-mail exchange that was initiated by Professor
Tolin regarding the proposed change to the faculty salary scale. To clarify some misstatements in the E-mails
she stated that the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee had an extensive discussion on this issue and never
recommended removing the salary cap. The committee did, however, recommend that if faculty are
meritorious, they should be recognized . Senator Beath further stated that the committee does not know where
this recommendation will go from this point. She asked Senators in the future to please ask questions before
making assumptions .
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Chair Nelson reported that Representative Helen Sommers, in response to
the Senate proposal to limit employer contributions to employee retirement plans to a flat 5-percent, introduced
House Bill 2244 at <http://www.leg.wa.gov/wsladm/billinfo/dspBiiiSummary.cfm?billnumber=2244> . HB 2244
is a proposal that would remove the floor and the ceiling of retirement plans instead of reducing the
contribution rate. Currently if a person's retirement package does not come between 50 to 60 percent of their
pay in the last two years worked, it will be subsidized to bring it up to that rate. This addresses those people
on TIAA-CREF who began working at Central before last year or the year before. Wendy Rittereiser, CWU
Retirement Plan Administrator, did an actuarial study and found that in the last 12 years there has only been
one person who needed their retirement subsidized. This was because they worked 20-years part-time and
full-time for the remaining few years. Washington State University, University of Washington, Central
Washington University, and Eastern Washington University, with a provision that it only take affect for Eastern
employees hired after July 1, 2001, have all got behind the bill. The strategy of Representative Sommers'
proposal is to counter the real threat of reducing the contributions to the flat 5-percent proposed in the Senate
budget. Ken Gamon stated that specifically during the 1970's the floor in the retirement plan was actually
used , and that after watching the market fall this year feels that it could be used again . He explained that
essentially what the floor does is guarantee employees 2% of their best 3 years for each year worked up to 25
years. He further stated the Central has not seen this happen since the 1970's.
Chair Elect Holden reported that the Council of Faculty Representatives (CFR) will meet at Central Washington
University this Friday, April 20 and will be asking for Central's recommendation. The CFR will discuss whether
institutions should work together or independently on this issue . He asked Senators to provide him feedback
regarding HB 2244 before Friday.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: Gerard Hogan, member of the Research and Development Committee,
reported that of the $100,000 fund for faculty development, the Faculty Senate formula set aside $15, 000 for
university-wide faculty development projects. This committee oversees the grant process for those funds .
Seven applications were received . Three applications were rejected while 4 were approved totaling $12,272 .
This leaves a balance of $2,728 which will be distributed back to departments as stipulated in the Faculty
Senate's motion . Letters will be sent to applicants at the end of this week.
OLD BUSINESS: No old business.
NEW BUSINESS: No old business .
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 2, 2001 ***
BARGE 412
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Exhibit A

2-1.24 Pafkin§ Violation .C..ppeals Board Media Equipment and Technology Use Committee
Reports to the Assistant to the Provost for Learning Technologies & Director of Academic Computing and guides the
development. purchase, and distribution of classroom technology enhancements. Evaluates the on-going media
equipment needs of academic departments and assures their availability for classroom use.
Membership: 9 faculty (2 CAH. 2 COTS, 2 CEPS. 2 COB. 1 LI B). 2 ex officio {Director of Academic Computing. member
of media engineering staff). and 1 student.

Rationale:
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully reports on the need for a policy to be consistent
throughout all sections of the policies of our university. In January, the Faculty Senate unanimously voted to approve the
reinstatement of the Media Equipment and Technology Use Committee to Central Washington University.
The Academ ic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully reports on the need for this committee to be briefly
described and membership listed consistent with other university-wide committees and the policies of our university .

Exhibit B

1.15 Procedure to Amend the Faculty Code - Regular Procedures

H. In order to assure that the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure is kept under study, and updated, the
Faculty Senate code committee and the president of the university shall review the Code each year and submit
their proposed revisions to the Board of Trustees and the Faculty Senate. before January 1. Such proposals may
be made jointly or independently.

Rationale: January 1 deadlines have proven in practice to be unrealistic in getting the needed work done in time to get
changes to the Faculty Senate.

4.30 Academic Rank- Minimum Qualifications
4.30 .B

1. Assistant Professor
a.

The doctorate degree, as recognized by United States accrediting associations, or equiYalent appropriate
terminal degree (i.e ., standards established by recognized United States accrediting associations;
or

b.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and forty- five (45) quarter
credit hours of systematic study beyond that needed for the master's degree and three (3) years of
professional academic experience;
or

c.

2.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and five (5) years of
professional academic experience.

Associate Professor
a.

The doctorate degree or equivalent appropriate terminal degree (i.e. standards established by recogn ized
United States accrediting associations) and six (6) years of professional academic experience;
or
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The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and forty- five (45) quarter
credit hours of systematic study beyond that needed for the master's degree and eight (8) years of
professional academic experience.

Professor
a.

The doctorate degree in those fields in which such degrees are normally expected or the equivalent
appropriate terminal degree (i.e., standards established by recognized United States accrediting
associations) and ten (10) years of professional academic experience;

Rationale: CWU has had difficulty in attracting talented faculty to our institution. In certain areas the master's degree
and eight years of experience, some of which includes public school teaching, is appropriate for the position rather than a
doctorate degree in a specific area of the discipline.
The term equivalent is somewhat vague. The intent here is to adhere to the standards established by accrediting
associations. There is room for exception in Section 4.55.

4.60 Non-Tenure-Track Appointments
Non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers or adjuncts may be appointed by the Board of Trustees upon
recommendation of an academic department, the appropriate academic administrators and the president when, in the
judgment of the department, such appointments are desirable to help the department meet teaching loads.
Non-tenure-track appointees who teach or supervise subjects or activities in which students receive credit shall hold at
least the master's degree or equivalent as approved by United States accrediting agencies. Only in exceptional cases
may this rule be waived .
A.4 . Full-time non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers are not eligible for promotion, professional leave, tenure
and other similar benefits. However, individuals holding such appointments may as a result of a national search at
any time be given a te.nure-track appointment with academic rank subject to the qualifications specified in Section
4.30 of the Faculty Code~ aM, Wwith such appointment, upon recommendation of the department and approval by
the appropriate dean, the provost/senior vice president for academic affairs and the president, such individuals may
be given the right by the trustees to apply the length of time served towards promotion tenure and professional
leave or other similar benefits where applicable;
A.B. Full-time non-tenure-track appointees shall be evaluated by personnel committees (See Section 8.65) and,
independently, by department chairs at least once each year before any renewal of the appointment occurs. Such
evaluation shall take 4.60 A.6 of the Faculty Code and the terms of the appointee's contract into account.
Department chairs shall inform the dean of the results of the evaluation .
Rationale: The proposal that nontenure-track faculty hold at least the master's degree simply repeats the stipulation in
Section 4.55 that tenure-track appointees possess at least the master's degree. It has come to the attention of the Code
Committee that degree requirements for the nontenure-track may be handled in a more cavalier manner than for the
tenure-track in some schools/colleges of the university.

5.25 Acquisition of Tenure - Probationary Periods
F.

Each year department chairs shall meet with every probationary faculty member individually before
recommendations for reappointment are submitted to the dean. In this meeting the chair will review the
probationers' professional records and summarize the evaluations of the probationers' performance submitted by
the tenured and tenure-track faculty of the department. The chair, the tenured and tenure track faculty and the
probationer~ If changes jn the probationer's performance are deemed necessary will develop a plan for
improvement will be developed if necessary according to procedures set up by the department. Upon the request of
the probationer, such a plan will be a written document and constitute part of the probationer's professional record.
In order to promote consistency, departments shall devise written criteria and procedures for evaluating
probationary faculty for the award of tenure . (See Section 5.1 0 for the annual responsibilities of departmental
faculty for evaluating probationers.)
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Rationale: There is sometimes confusion over what is a "record," since reference is made in the Code to professional
records and personnel records . This change is an effort to clarify language. It is also necessa'ry to summ arize the
evaluations made by faculty so as to maintain confidentiality. This change makes it clea r that a plan will be developed if
necessary, and that procedures for developing the plan will be left up to the department.

7.25 Faculty Loads -Adjustments
D. The Chair Elect of the Faculty Senate shall receive twenty-five (25) percent released time from regular duties during
the term of office.
Rationale: This addition comes from section Ill. B. 2 of the Faculty Senate Bylaws which was approved at the March 4,
1998 Faculty Senate meeting. It is being placed in the Code for consistency.

8.65 Professional Improvement
C. Individual faculty members should annually complete a standard professional record form , supplied by the
provost/senior vice president for academic affairs, recording their services to the institution and their professional
activities and file it with the appropriate chair and dean as part of their permanent record. The professional record
form shall be presented as part of the professional record file. which includes evidence and documentation in support
of the information presented in the form. A copy of the professional record form will be placed in the faculty member's
personal file: the rest of the professional record file will be returned to the faculty member prior to October 1 of the
subsequent year. These files are examined carefully when promotions and merit increases are considered, and are
useful when candidates for special academic assignments are being sought.
1. A faculty member shall submit an updated professional record form to be considered for merit and promotion . The
faculty member's professional record shall be made available to the department personnel committee.
Rationale: If the department personnel committee is to evaluate the faculty member, a copy of the professional record
should be made available to the committee, and it should be used in the evaluation process.

8.70 Promotion in Rank - Schedule and Procedure
C. Promotions in Rank - Procedure
3.

It is the responsibility of faculty members to update each year their professional records each year. Faculty
members who wish to be considered for promotion must make available to the department and its personnel
committee updated professional record forms and other materials consistent with the university's and the
department's criteria for promotion. (Section 8.65 0). Individual tenured and tenure-track faculty members ,
excepting phased retirees, shall be entitled to submit recommendations to their dean concerning candidates for
promotion. The personnel committee of the department or the department as a whole may prepare a list of
recommendations for promotion to the dean . The department chair shall submit an independent list of
recommendations for promotion to the dean. The department chair will inform qualified faculty members of their
placement on the chair's list, of the recommendation of the personnel committee whenever relevant, prior to the
transmission of the list(s) to the appropriate administrator.

8.75 Merit
B. Merit-Procedure
1. (Second paragraph) The professional record, along with such other documentation as is pertinent to the case,
that meets university, college and departmental criteria for the award of merit. shall ffi..tG be submitted to the
appropriate chair and/or departmental personnel committee by the established deadline date for a given year
(See academic calendar for submission dates).
~

The reasons for granting merit '>Viii be made public to exemplify what is valued by the university.

7 _g., Departments , deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs shall observe the deadl ines for
submission of merit recommendations posted in the academic calendar.
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8.9,-ln years when funds exist for merit awards, recommendations for merit shall be made by departments and a list
established by deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs.
8.80 Tenured Faculty Review
Tenured faculty shall be reviewed by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by department chairs at
least once every three (3) years. Merit or promotion review may constitute such a continuing performance evaluation;
if merit or promotion reviews do not occur for a given faculty member during a three (3) year period, a separate
performance evaluation shall be conducted . The criteria and procedures for such evaluation shall be consistent with
those for the award of merit and promotion.
Phased retirees shall be evaluated by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by department chairs at
least once every three years in accordance with Section 9.92 G. of this Faculty Code.
Tenured faculty and phased retirees under review shall submit to the department chair and members of the department
updated professional records and other materials consistent with the university and departmental criteria for merit and
promotion and with Section 9.92 G of this Faculty Code.
Through the review of tenured faculty, the university encourages and assists faculty members in their efforts to improve
professionally.
Rationale for 8.70 C, 8.75, 8.80: In some past individual cases, it has not been clear in the Faculty Code that individual
faculty need to submit materials in support of their application for merit, promotion, and third-year review. This proposal
would make such a requirement clear.

1"0.20 Disciplinary Action- Administrative Sanctions
E.

Suspension with reduction in pay: This sanction may be given in response to behavior which is serious violation of
the Faculty Code and which clearly interferes with the functioning of the university of threatens the safety and well
being of university personnel or students. Such suspension shall not exceed a period of twelve (12) months, and the
reduction in pay shall not exceed five (5) percent of gross regular annual contract salary per month. The
suspension and any accompanying reassignment takes effect immediately upon receipt of notification of the
suspension: however. the reduction in pay takes effect no less than sixty (60) days following receipt of the
notification. The period of suspension may or may not be counted toward seniority. This condition must be specified
in the written notification~ which ml:Jst be delivered by certified mail at least sixty (60) days prior to the initial date of
sl:lspension from regular dl:Jties and reassignment. Suspension with reduction in pay and the seniority status
involved must be approved by two-third (2/3) vote of the tenured and tenure-track faculty of the department or
program director, the school dean, the provost/sen ior vice president for academic affairs and the president of the
university.

Rationale: The provision for suspension with reduction in pay is for issues serious enough to threaten the safety and well
being of university students and personnel. The actual suspension and any accompanying reassignment are actions that
should be applied without a 60-day waiting period.

14.30 Department Chairs - Selection
A. Each department holds an election to select its chair at a meeting presided over by the appropriate dean. Only fulltime faculty members in a department shall be eligible to vote in this election, except that individuals sharing an
appointment shall vote only according to the provisions of Section 4.52 of this Faculty Code. All department members
shall be given appropriate and reasonable notice of the meeting date. Every reasonable effort should be made to
include by proxy vote or absentee ballot department members who are in off-campus positions or on leave. The
election is by majority vote of those faculty voting at each meeting along with a tabulation of proxy and absentee
ballots, if any exist (See Section 2.10, eligibility to vote). In critical cases where the department is evenly split in its
vote to where the department klrmally decides that it cannot reach consensus on a candidate or where no candidates
achieve a majority vote in an election, the dean may appoint an acting chair or chairs for a period not to exceed two
(2) years, subject to the approval of the provost/~ vice president for academic affairs, the president and the
Board of Trustees.
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Rationale: The Provost has stated that "The current language does not allow for all possibilities . The recommended
change provides a solution to all situations ."

14,30 Department Chairs - Selection
E.

When a chair is absent from the campus for an academic quarter or more, the department shall elect an acting chair
within its ranks. If for some reason the department is unable to elect an acting chair. the dean can appoint an acting
chair for no more than one quarter. An elected acting chair may serve for a period of up to two (2) years . When the
chair is to be on leave for more than two (2) years, the chair must resign and a new chair be elected.

Rationale: This section covers the possibility of a chair being absent during the academic year but is silent on the
procedure for identifying an actin chair for summer session. The second change covers any contingencies in a way
similar to handling regularly elected chairs .

Exhibit C
Revised Proposal for a General Studies
Program at the Ellensburg Campus and the University Centers
Introduction:

The failure of the previous B.A./B .S. General Studies proposal to gain Faculty Senate approval has lead
to changes in the program proposal.

Revised structure within the program to insure accountability and oversight.
The revised General Studies Program proposal includes the following oversight and evaluation mechanisms:
Two new courses:
General Studies 289 Proposal Colloquium (1 credit). The course will include an introduction to the General
Studies Major, interdisciplinary studies, and assist students in designing and preparing a General Studies degree
proposal to be evaluated by a General Studies Committee.
General Studies 489: Senior Colloquium (1 credit). The course is designed as the end of program assessment for
General Studies majors . Students will prepare their comprehensive degree report and/or descriptive portfolio or
project to be submitted to the appropriate General Studies Committee.
General Studies Coordinators:
Each General Studies Major area will have a coordinator who will be responsible for teaching General Studies
289 and 489 sections for each of the respective majors, advising majors, and serving on the General Studies
Program Committee related to their major area.
General Studies Program Committees:
Three standing Committee will be established, one for each General Study Major (Humanities, Social Sciences,
Natural Sciences). Each Committee will consist of an associate dean from the appropriate college, one member
from each department included in the area and the General Studies Coordinator. The committee will be
responsible for evaluating the written General Studies Major proposal prepared by the students when they declare
the major and the comprehensive degree report and/or descriptive portfolio or project which constitute the end-ofprogram assessment. In order to receive the B.A./B.S. degree in General Studies, students must develop a
proposal for a cohesive program of study accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee, complete
course requirements, and prepare a comprehensive degree report. and/or descriptive portfolio or project accepted
by the appropriate General Studies Committee.
Declaring the Major
Student must enroll in General Studies 289 at least three quarters prior to anticipated graduation. Program
proposals must be reviewed and accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee no later than two
quarters prior to anticipated graduation.
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The logistics of the graduation process already insures that the period between when a student declares a General
Studies Major and completes the General Studies Major is a minimum of three quarters. In order to graduate,
General Stud ies students must take General Studies 289 no later than three quarters before graduation. They
must submit the ir proposal of a coh esive program of study and that proposal must be accepted by the- appropriate
General Studies Committee before the courses are listed in the students CAPS report which in turn must be
evaluated before a student can apply for graduation . For example- a student who wishes to graduate in June, must
apply for graduation in the first week of Winter quarter and must then have a degree audit, The student must have
already declared a major before their degree audit takes place. Unless the courses included in the degree have not
already been agreed upon, no degree audit can take place because no CAPS report can be generated.
No Duplication of services between General Studies and the Individual Studies Major
It was suggested that a person interested in a General Studies Major could apply for a Individual Studies Major.
Warren Street notes "The typical Individual Studies major applicant is not interested in advanced general studies.
Instead , he or she tends to be interested in a narrow academic program that combines two or three conventional
disciplines. Resort management, for example, which might combine leisure studies, business administration, and
management. Other individualized studies majors have pursued a conventional major that leads to professional
certification , only to find in their senior internship experiences that the profession isn't rewarding for them . We
work with them to convert a pre-professional program to an academic program of equal stature, integrating much
of the content coursework they've completed. After several students request the same individualized studies
major, we ask a department to construct a conventional major for future students . The music business major and
primate behavior and ecology major evolved from these beginnings. Faced with 100-200 liberal studies
individualized studies majors to review, the campus committee that reviews individualized studies majors would
recommend that a General Studies major be added to the catalog ."
Note:

The Individual Studies Major will not be deleted as it will continue to meet the needs of students in
the College of Business and College of Education and Professional Studies.

FACULTV SENATE REGULAR MEETING
Wednesday, April 18, 2001 , 3:30 p.m.
BARGE 412
AGENDA

I.

ROLL CALL

II.

MOTION NO. 01-25: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Ill. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
IV. COMMUNICATIONS
V. REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS (30 Minutes)
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Motion No. 01-26: "Addition of a Media Equipment and Technology Use Committee to
the Central Washington University Policy Manual, Section 2-1.24." (Exhibit A) ~

~SL::?

Faculty Senate Code Committee
Motion No. 01 -27 : "Proposed changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and
Procedure attached as Exhibit B."a t f

t9A

•

Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 01-28: "To take from the table motion no. 01-23."

-/~)~

.J.,i/

Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Tabled Motion No. 01-23: "Addition of New Program: BAIBS General Studies
Program." (Exhibit C)
VI. REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CHAIR: (10 Minutes)
CHAIR ELECT: (1 0 Minutes)
PRESIDENT: (1 0 Minutes)
STUDENT REPORT: (5 Minutes)
SENATE CONCERNS: (5 Minutes)
SENATE COMMITTEES: (20 Minutes)
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe, ..11
Budget Committee: Thomas Yeh ...... ~;u kV
Code Committee: Ken Gamon
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak
General Education : Loran Cutsinger
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins
Public Affairs Committee: Lad Holden
Research and Development: Charles Li

>

)

VII.

OLD BUSINESS

VIII.

NEW BUSINESS

IX.

ADJOURNMENT

-

***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: May 2, 2001***
BARGE 412

~ ~
1:15.

Exhibit A

2-1 .24 Parking 'lielation Appeals Board Media Equipment and Technology Use Committee
Reports to the Assistant to the Provost for Learning Technologies & Director of Academic Computing and
guides the development. purchase. and distribution of classroom technology enhancements. Evaluates
the on-going media equi(ilment needs of academic departments and assures their availability for
classroom use.
Membership: 9 faculty (2 CAH. 2 COTS. 2 CEPS. 2 COB. 1 LIB). 2 ex officio (Director of Academic
Computing. member of media engineering staff). and 1 student.

Rationale:
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully reports on the need for a policy to be
consistent th roughout all sections of the policies of our university. In January, the Faculty Senate
unanimously voted to approve the reinstatement of the Media Equipment and Technology Use Committee
to Central Washington University.
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully reports on the need for this committee
to be briefly described and membership listed consistent with other university-wide committees and the
policies of our university.

\

Exhibit B

.
Proposed 2000-01 Faculty Code Changes

./

1.15 Procedure to Amend the Faculty Code- Regular Procedures

fJ4.5JLA

H. In order to assure that the faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure is kept under study,
and updated, the Faculty Senate code committee and the president of the university shall review
the Code each year and submit their proposed revisions to the Board of Trustees and the faculty
Senate;. before January 1. Such proposals may be made jointly or independently.
Rationale: January 1 deadlines have proven in practice to be unrealistic in getting the needed work done
in time to get changes to the Faculty Senate.

4.30

A~adem;c Rank - M;n;mum OualificaUon§ ~ It~

4 .30.9
1.

Assistant Professor
a.

The doctorate degree, as recognized by United States accrediting associations, or
eq~:~ivalent appropriate terminal de@ree (i.e., standards established by recognized United
States accrediting associations;
or

b.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and forty- five
(45) quarter credit hours of systematic study beyond that needed for the master's degree
and three (3) years of professional academic experience;
or

c.

2.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and five (5)
years of professional academic experience.

Associate Professor
a.

The doctorate degree or eq1:1ivalent appropriate termjnal degree (i.e. standards established
by recognized United States accrediting associations) and six (6) years of professional
academic experience;
or

b.

3.

The master's degree as recognized by United States accrediting associations and forty- five
(45) quarter credit hours of systematic study beyond that needed for the master's degree
and eight (8) years of professional academic experience.

Professor
a.

The doctorate degree in those fields in which such degrees are normally expected or the
eq1:1ivalent appropriate terminal degree (i.e., standards established by recognized United
States accrediting associations) and ten (1 0) years of professional academic experience;

2000-01 Proposed Faculty Code Changes
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Rationale: CWU has had difficulty in attracting talented faculty to our institution. In certain areas the
master's degree and eight years of experience, some of which includes public school teaching, is
appropriate for the position rather than a doctorate degree in a specific area of the discipline.
The term equivalent is somewhat vague. The intent here is to adhere to the standards established by
accrediting associatl<:>ns. There is room for exception in S ction 4.55.
/'

4.60 Non-Tenure-Track Appointments - {

.P .S.J'I1

Non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers or adjuncts may be appointed by the Board of
Trustees upon recommendation of an academic department, the appropriate academic
administrators and the president when, in the judgment of the department, such appointments are
desirable to help the department meet teaching loads.
Non-tenure-track appointees who teach or superv.jse subiects or activities in which students receive
credit shall hold at least the master's degree or eguivalent as approved by United States accrediting
agencies . Only in exceptional cases may tbjs rule be wajved.
A.4 . Full-time non-tenure-track ranked positions and lecturers are not eligible for promotion,
professional leave, tenure and other similar benefits . However, individuals holding such
appointments may as a result of a national search at any time be given a tenure-track
appointment with academic rank subject to the qualifications specified in Section 4.30 of the
Faculty Code~ aM, Wwitb such appointment, upon recommendation of the department and
approval by the appropriate dean, the provost/~ vice president for academic affairs and the
president, such individuals may be given the right by the trustees to apply the length of time
served towards promotion tenure and professional leave or other similar benefits where
applicable;
A.B. Full-time non-tenure-track appointees shall be evaluated by personnel committees ~
Section 8,65) and, independently, by department chairs at least once each year before any
renewal of the appointment occurs. Such evaluation shall take 4.60 A.6 of the Faculty Code
and the terms of the appointee's contract into account. Department chairs shall inform the
dean of the results of the evaluation.
Rationale: The proposal that nontenure-track faculty hold at least the master's degree simply repeats the
stipulation in Section 4.55 that tenure-track appointees possess at least the master's degree. It bas come
to the attention of the Code Committee that degree requirements for the nontenure-track may be handled
in a more cavalier manner than for the tenure-track in some schools/colleges of the university.
/

5.25 Acquisition of Tenure- Probationary Periods

./)~~ ~

F. Each year department chairs shall meet wit~ every probationary faculty member individually
before recommendations for reappointment are submitted to the dean. In this meeting the chair
will review the probationers' professional records and summarize the evaluations of the
probationers' performance submitted by the tenured and tenure-track faculty of the department.
The chair, the ten~:~reEI anEitenure track fao~:~lty anEI the proeationer~ If changes in the
probationer's performance are deemed necessary will Elevelop a plan for improvement ~
developed if necessary according to procedures set up by the department. Upon the request of
the probationer, such a plan will be a written document and constitute part of the probationer's
professional record. In order to promote consistency, departments shall devise written criteria
and procedures for evaluating probationary faculty for the award of tenure. (See Section 5.10 for
the annual responsibilities of departmental faculty for evaluating probationers.)

2000-01 Proposed Faculty Code Changes
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Rationale: There is sometimes confusion over what is a "record," since reference is made in the Code to
professional records and personnel records. This change is an effort to clarify language. It is also
necessary to summarize the evaluations made by faculty so as to maintain confidentiality. This change
makes it clear that a plan will be developed if necessary, and that procedures for developing the plan will
be left up to the department.

7.25

Fa~ulty

LcaQs -Adjustments

p~

The Chair Elect of the Faculty Senate shall receive twenty-five (25) percent released time
·
from regular duties during the term of office.
Rationale: This addition comes from section Ill. B. 2 of the Faculty Senate Bylaws which was approved
at the March 4, 1998 Faculty Senate meeting. It is being placed in the Code for consistency.

8.65 Profussicoat tmprovement

~ PJt

_.)b

t/

C. Individual faculty members should annually complete a standard professional record form,
supplied by the provost/~ vice president for academic affairs, recording their services to the
institution and their professional activities and file it with the appropriate chair and dean as part of
their permanent record. The professjenal record form shall be presented as t:>art of the
professional record file, which Includes evidenee. and documentation in supoort of the information
presented in the form, A copy of the professional record form will be placed in the faculty
member's personal file: the rest of the professional record file will be returned to the faculty
member prior to October 1 of the subseguent year. These files are examined carefully when
promotions and merit increases are considered, and are useful when candidates for special
academic assignments are being sought.
1.

A faculty member shall submit an updated professional record form to be considered for merit
and promotion. The faculty member's professional record shall be made available to the
department r;>ersonoel committee,

Rationale: If the department personnel committee is to evaluate the faculty member, a copy of the
professional record should be made available to the committee, and it should be used in the evaluation
_
_/
process.
8.70 Promotion in Rank- Schedule and

Proc~dure ~ k~·

C. Promotions in Rank - Procedure
3. It is the responsibility of faculty members to update each yoar their professional records~
~- Faculty members who wjsh to be considered for promotion must make available to the
department and its personnel committee updated professional record forms and other
materials consistent with the university's and the department's criteria for promotjoo .(Section
8.65 D). Individual tenured and tenure-track faculty members, excepting phased retirees,
shall be entitled to submit recommendations to their dean concerning candidates for
promotion. The personnel committee of the department or the department as a whole may
prepare a list of recommendations for promotion to the dean. The department chair shall
submit an independent list of recommendations for promotion to the dean. The department
chair will inform qualified faculty members of their placement on the chair's list, of the
recommendation of the personnel committee whenever relevant, prior to the transmission of
the list(s) to the appropriate administrator.

2000-01 Proposed Faculty Code Changes
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l·

8.75 Merit
B.

-yJA5' p(

Merit-Procedure
1.

(Second paragraph) The professional record, along with such other documentation as is
pertinent to the case, that meets t;Jniversity . college and departmental criteria for the award
of merit. shall i&-tG be submitted to the appropriate chair and/or departmental personnel
committee by the established deadline date for a given year (See academic calendar for
submission dates) .

1-:

Tho reasons for grantin§ merit will bo made public to Oll:empli~ what is vaiLJoGI by tho
university.

7.~

Departments, deans and the provost/vice president for academic affairs shall observe the
deadlines for submission of merit recommendations posted in the academic calendar.

a_.g.,.

In years when funds exist for merit awards, recommendations for merit shall be made by
departments and a list establishe by deans and the provost/vice president for academic
affairs.

8.80 Tenured faculty Review /

p-5J,t

Tenured faculty shall be reviewed by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by
department chairs at least once every three (3) years. Merit or promotion review may constitute such a
continuing performance evaluation; if merit or promotion reviews do not occur for a given faculty
member during a three (3) year period, a separate performance evaluation shall be conducted. The
criteria and procedures for such evaluation shall be consistent with those for the award of merit and
·
promotion.
Phased retirees shall be evaluated by departmental personnel committees and, independently, by
department chairs at least once every three years in accordance with Section 9.92 G. of this Faculty
Code.
Tenured faculty and phased retirees under review shall submit to the department chair and members
0f the department updated professional records and other materials consistent with the university and
departmental criteria for merit and promotion and with Section 9.92 G of this Faculty Code.
Through the review of tenured faculty, the university encourages and assists faculty members in their
efforts to improve professionally.

Rationale for 8.70 C, 8.75, 8.80: In some past individual cases, it has not been clear in the Faculty Code
that individual faculty need to submit materials in support of their application for merit, promotion, and
third-year review. This proposal would make such a requirement clear.

2000-01 Proposed Faculty Code Changes
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, 10.20 Pisciplloary Action - Adminl•trative
I

E.

f{}

SanctiQn•~4~

Suspension with reduction in pay : This sanction may be given in response to behavior which is
serious violation of the Faculty Code and which clearly interferes with the functioning of the
university of threatens the safety and well being of university personnel or students. Such
suspension shall not exceed a period of twelve ( 12) months, and the reduction in pay shall not
exceed five (5) percent of gross regular annual contract salary per month. The suspension and
any accompanying reassignment takes effect immediately upon receipt of notification of the
suspension: however. the reduction in pay takes effect no less than sixty (60) days following
receipt of the notification. The period of suspension may or may not be counted toward seniority.
This condition must be specified in the written notification~ which m~st be eellveree by certifies
mail at least sixty (eO) eays prior to the initial eato of suspension from regular duties ane
reassignment. Suspension with reduction in pay and the seniority status involved must be
approved by two-third (2/3) vote of the tenured and tenure-track faculty of the department or
program director, the school dean , the provost/gojQ[ vice president for academic affairs and the
president of the university.

Rationale: The provision for suspension with reduction in pay is for issues serious enough to threaten
the safety and well being of university students and personnel. The actual suspension and any
accompanying reassignment are actions that should be applied without a 60-day waiting period.

/I /

t4.30 Department
A.

~hairs - Selection --f~ ,(

Each department holds an election to select its chair at a meeting presided over by the
appropriate dean. Only full-time faculty members in a department shall be eligible to vote in this
election, except that individuals sharing an appointment shall vote only according to the
provisions of Section 4.52 of this Faculty Code. All department members shall be given
appropriate and reasonable notice of the meeting date. Every reasonable effort should be made
to include by proxy vote or absentee ballot department members who are in off-campus positions
or on leave. The election is by majority vote of those faculty voting at each meeting along with a
tabulation of proxy and absentee ballots, if any exist (See Section 2.10, eligibility to vote). In
critical cases where the department is evenly split in its vote to where the department 'k>rmally
eociees that it cannot reach consensus on a candidate or where no candidates achieve a majority
vote jn an election, the dean may appoint an acting chair or chairs for a period not to exceed two
(2) years, subject to the approval of the provost/.s..e.nlQr vice president for academic affairs, the
president and the Board of Trustees.

Rationale: The Provost has stated that "The current language does not allow for all possibilities. The
recommended change provides a solution to all situations."

j ,:' 14.30

Pepartmeot Chairs- Setectioo

E.

<f/tS~

When a chair is absent from the campus for an academic quarter or more, the department
shall elect an acting chair within its ranks. If for some reason the department is unable to elect
an acting chair, the dean can appoint an acting chair for no more than one QUarter An elected
acting chair may serve for a period of up to two (2) years. When the chair is to be on leave for
more than two (2) years, the chair must resign and a new chair be elected.

Rationale: This section covers the possibility of a chair being absent during the academic year but is
silent on the procedure for identifying an actin chair for summer session. The second change covers any
contingencies in a way similar to handling regularly elected chairs.

2000-01 Proposed Faculty Code Changes
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Faculty Se11ate

Exhibit C
Revised Proposal for a General Studies
Program at the Ellensburg Campus and the University Centers
Introduction:

The failure of the previous B.A./B.S . General Studies proposal to gain Faculty Senate approval has
lead to changes in the program proposal.

Revised structure within the program to insure accountability and oversight.
The revised General Studies Program proposal includes the following oversight and evaluation mechanisms:
Two new courses:
General Studies 289 Proposal Colloquium (1 credit). The course will include an introduction to the General
Studies Major, interdisciplinary studies, and assist students in designing and preparing a General Studies
degree proposal to be evaluated by a General Studies Committee.
General Studies 489: Senior Colloquium (1 credit). The course is designed as the end of program assessment
for General Studies majors. Students will prepare their comprehensive degree report and/or descriptive
portfolio or project to be submitted to the appropriate General Studies Committee.
General Studies Coordinators:
Each General Studies Major area will have a coordinator who will be responsible for teaching General Studies
289 and 489 sections for each of the respective majors, advising majors, and serving on the General Studies
Program Committee related to their major area.
General Studies Program Committees:
Three standing Committee will be established, one for each General Study Major (Humanities, Social Sciences,
Natural Sciences). Each Committee will consist of an associate dean from the appropriate college, one
member from each department included in the area and the General Studies Coordinator. The committee will
be responsible for evaluating the written General Studies Major proposal prepared by the students when they
declare the major and the comprehensive degree report and/or descriptive portfolio or project which constitute
the end-of-program assessment. In order to receive the B.A./B.S. degree in General Studies, students must
develop a proposal for a cohesive program of study accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee,
complete course requirements, and prepare a comprehensive degree report. and/or descriptive portfolio or
project accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee.
Declaring the Major
Student must enroll in General Studies 289 at least three quarters prior to anticipated graduation. Program
proposals must be reviewed and accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee no later than two
quarters prior to anticipated graduation.
The logistics of the graduation process already insures that the period between when a student declares a
General Studies Major and completes the General Studies Major is a minimum of three quarters. In order to
graduate, General Studies students must take General Studies 289 no later than three quarters before
graduation . They must submit their proposal of a cohesive program of study and that proposal must be accepted
by the- appropriate General Studies Committee before the courses are listed in the students CAPS report which
in turn must be evaluated before a student can apply for graduation. For example- a student who wishes to
graduate in June, must apply for graduation in the first week of Winter quarter and must then have a degree
audit, The student must have already declared a major before their degree audit takes place. Unless the courses
included in the degree have not already been agreed upon, no degree audit can take place because no CAPS
report can be generated .

Faculty Senate

No Duplication of services between General Studies and the Individual Studies Major
It was suggested that a person interested in a General Studies Major could apply for a Individual Studies Major.
Warren Street notes "The typical Individual Studies major applicant is not interested in advanced general
studies. Instead, he or she tends to be interested in a narrow academic program that combines two or three
conventional disciplines. Resort management, for example , which might combine leisure studies, business
administration , and management. Other individualized studies majors have pursued a conventional major that
leads to professional certification, only to find in their senior internship experiences that the profession isn't
rewarding for them . We work with them to convert a pre-professional program to an academic program of
equal stature, integrating much of the content coursework they've completed. After several students request
the same individualized studies major, we ask a department to construct a conventional major for future
students. The music business major and primate behavior and ecology major evolved from these beginnings.
Faced with 100-200 liberal studies individualized studies majors to review, the campus committee that reviews
individualized studies majors would recommend that a General Studies major be added to the catalog ."
Note:

The Individual Studies Major will not be deleted as it will continue to meet the needs of students
in the College of Business and College of Education and Professional Studies.

,MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: April18, 2001
1http://www .cwu .ed u/-fsenate
Joshua S. Nelson
Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:30 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except

CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 01-25 (Passed): The agenda was approved as
circulated .
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the April 4, 2001, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as circulated .
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
Memo from Tracy Scwhindt, Associate Registrar, Academic Services, regarding Commencement and Honors
Convocation Participation.
Memo from Beverly Heckart asking for an interpretation of the Faculty Code. See the

REPORTS:
A. ACTION ITEMS:
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee
Motion No. 01-26 (Passed): Susan Donahoe, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs'
Committee, made a motion that that after discussion was approved attached as Exhibit A.
Motion No. 01-27 (Passed): Ken Gamon, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a motion
that was approved attached as Exhibit B.
Motion No. 01-28 (Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, made a
motion that was approved: "Take from the table Motion No. 01-23 ."
Tabled Motion No. 01-23 {Passed): Toni Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
made a motion that was approved: "Addition of a BA/BS General Studies Program."
B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:
CHAIR: Seceded his time to committee reports.
CHAIR ELECT: Seded his time.
PRESIDENT: Thanked those who worked on NCATE. Seded her time to committee reports .
STUDENT REPORT: No report.
SENATE CONCERNS: Senator Donahoe on NCATE committee question ased how we were remunerated
for DE. Embarrasing because no one new. Gave her experience teaching in Wenatchee. Discussed the
remuneration for DE and decided no one new the answer. Shared the web site page that showed the de
remuneration. Made copies for Senators and proposed addressing it at a future meeting.
Teaching effectiveness , encouraged senators to look at SEOI's. Ask Michael what he was talking about.
Beath asked how many department have not had a discussion about performance-based budgeting. There
are still f~culty members who have not been included in the performance-based budgeting system.

6.

Better measure of performance created and taken to Academic Affairs' Council. Holden and Braunstein will
do together.
FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE- No report.
BUDGET COMMITTEE- William Bender presented a report on budgetary benchmarks attached as
Exhibit B.
CODE COMMITTEE Meeting with Libby Monday, meeting with provost the next Monday. Working on

next year's issues now. Please send issues this spring before next year. Ask Ken what he is reporting
on. Don't quite understand what he was talking about. It is the Code Committee's stance that the deans
are not covered under this section. (Beverly)
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE Changes to curriculum manual will be presented at the next Senate
meeting.
GENERAL EDUCATION no report
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: Beath reported on the issue of changing the faculty salary scale.
Personnel committee had extensive discussion. Never recommended lifting the salary scale. Did
recognize that faculty deserving merit should receive it. Please ask questions before making an
assumption.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Discussed the TIAA-CREF issue that Schactler and Anderson called
about. Senate bill was presented about the institutions reducing contribution to a flat 5-percent. Another
bill presented to remove the floor and stop subsidizing those who fall below, and also remove the ceiling.
Wendy did an actuarial study and found only one faculty member has gone below the floor, special
circumstances. Probably will never happen. Most other institutions approve this change. Strategy to
counter the real threat of reducing the contribution to flat 5-percent. Holden mentioned CFR meeting
Friday and asked for recommendations to take to that group . Gamon explained that there were actually
people who fell below the floor in the 70's. Schaefer stated that Wirth
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: Gerard Hogan reported that the 100,000 dollar fund 15, 000 set
aside for university-wide. 7 applications received 3 were rejected . The total amount of fundes
distributed was 12,000. Letters will go out next week.
OLD BUSINESS:
NEW BUSINESS:
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 2, 2001***
BARGE 412

Faculty Senate Budget Committee
Central Washington University
Barge 409
400 E. 8th Avenue
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7509
18 April, 200 1

Budgetary Process and Benchmarks
by
Thomas Yeh, Professor
William Bender, Ph.D., PE, Assistant Professor
Alla Ditta Raza Choudary Ph.D. Professor
Steven Hackenberger, Ph.D. Associate Professor
Robert Hickey, Ph.D. Assistant Professor
Steve Schepman, Ph.D. Associate Professor

Executive Summary
The budgetary process at Central Washington University is a complex and important evolution
that effects all faculty members. A faculty member's ability to understand and influence this
process is vital to enable a faculty member to support the university and their respective needs.
The budget committee of the faculty senate has prepared this document to allow the faculty to
understand the university's budgetary processes and establish a benchmark to understand funding
levels. Budget development and benchmarks include specific timelines, terminology, processes,
highlight specific points in the process where faculty can influence the process and provides a
reference for major funding categories or magnitudes.

Budgetary Benchmarks
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Faculty Senate Budget Committee
The Faculty Code Section 3.25.A.2 details specific responsibilities of the budget committee.
Additionally the committee has been charged with developing "a list ofbenchmarks that allow
faculty to understand the university budgetary process" (Nelson 2000).

Budgetary Process
CWU follows the state budgetary process of biennial budgets. Each year this process is
augmented with a supplementary budget. There are two types of budgets for specific purposes
Capital and Operating.

Capital Budget
This budget is for the constmction and repair of facilities. Funds are earmarked for specific
purposes and can only be used for these purposes. For example in 1999-2001 funds for a new
Music building were made available to CWU. These funds can only be used for this purpose.

Capital Budget Process
The capital budget process is shown in Table 1. Faculty should understand how they can
influence the process and how long the planning cycle is to obtain new or remolded facilities .
T abl e 1 C ap1ta
. I B u dtget P rocess
When
What
Feb Even Year
Capital Biennual Budget Request Complied & Prioritized at VP
level
March Even Year
Capitol Biennual Budget Projects costd by Facilities Planning
April Even Year
Capital BiennuallAnnual Budget Committee complies projects from
VP' s into 1st draft
Capital Budget Stregic Planning hearings held
April Odd Year
Capital Annual Budget Stregic Planning hearings held
May/June even Year
Biennual/Annual input to BOT in may and Approval in June for
Capitol Budget
June-Aug Even Year
Preperation Biennual Capitol Budget request
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Operating Budget
Requesting and receiving funds from the legislature develops the operating budget. The
operating budget process does not include request for salaries increases because they are
requested separately based on a recommendation from the Council Of Presidents (COP), the
presidents of higher education institutions in Washington State.

Operating Budget Formation Process
As shown in Figure 1 the formation of the operating budget is a bottom up and lengthy process.
Once the budget request leaves CWU both the Governor's office (OFM) and Higher Education
Coordinating Board (HECB) make recommendations to the legislature.
CWU Budget Request Formation
Operating (less salaries)

Time Line
Example

Faculty Input
Individual
Faculty Member

About OCT 99

Dept Head

About DEC 99

About MAR 00

Faculty Senate
President

About APR 00

About APR 00

About MAY 00

I

Faculty Assist
Lobby;og

--+-.

OFM

JAN -FEB 01

~
JAN -June 01

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
:

1 July odd yr (01) to
30 June odd yr +2 (03)

I

Figure 1. Budget Request Formation
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In early January CWU can assume what funds will be received based on OFM's and the HECB's
recommendation to the legislature but doesn't know the exactly amount until the end of June
once the legislature has approved the budget. Figure 2 shows this process with a linear timeline.

Example Budget Year 1 July 2001-30 June 2002

Budget
Discussions
begin

Jan 2001

Budget Advisory
Comittee
Hearings

Feb 2001

Budget to BOT

Budget from
legislature

BOT Aproval ~

Mar 2001

Apr2001

May 2001

June 2001

Figure 2. Timeline of Budget Discussions for Final Budget Submission

Generic Budget
A representative budget is provided to understand the big picture of CWU' s funding.
In 2001 CWU's budget is about $61, 364, 854 (anonymous 2000). This budget is broken down
as shown in Tables 2 through 5 and Figure 3. This budget example does not include summer
school or dinning and residential activities.
T abl e 2 FY 2001 B ud1ge t s P er Area 00/01 pnor t o N ov 00 2 5~ore duc f wn
Area
Budget
President's Area
1,874,326
U Priorities@ Presidents Discretion
575 ,500
Provost
30,492,814
13,683 ,368
Business Affairs
Student Affairs
2,342,047
University relations
840,191
11 ,897,682
Central Accounts
61
,363 ,854
Total

5

Percent
3.1%
0.9%
49.7%
21.7%
3.8%
1.4%
19.4%

CWU Budget
El President's Area
U Priorities @ Presidents
Discretion
DProvost
D Business Affairs
• Student Affairs

Ei1 University relations
Central Accounts

Figure 3. CWU FY 2001 Budget
Table 3. Definitions of Accounts
Area
President's Area
U Priorities @ Presidents
Discretion

Provost
Business Affairs
Student Affairs
University relations
Central Accounts

Comment
Athletics, Fac senate, EEO, salaries, G&S
Decided by University Budget Committee to
address specific areas for example in 1999-2000
this went to 2% salary raise, computers, ASSP
(Dauwalder 2000)
Funds academic affairs See Table 3
To operate the university See Table 4
Registrar, admissions, financial aid office
Graphics, CWU info, development
Benefits

Table 4. Provost 00/01 before 2.5% reduction
Area
%
Comment
Provost
Acad skills &·computing1 DDS, acad affairs
7
CEPS
19
Salaries, Goods & Services
Sciences
25
Salaries, Goods & Services
Grad Studies
4
Salaries, Goods & Services
Arts & H
18
Salaries, Goods & Services
Lib
Salaries, Goods & Services
9
Univ centers
3
Salaries, Goods & Services
Business
11
Salaries, Goods & Services
Ungrad studies
Salaries, Goods & Services
3
International
1
Salaries, Goods & Services
studies
Total
About $30M
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Table 5. Business Affairs 00/01 before 2.5% reduction
Area
Comment
%
VPBus
Salaries, ASSP
7
18
Salaries, HR~ Police
VPBus
Accounting
Fin Services
9
21
Computers
CTS
Facilities
45
People & Utilities
Total
About $13.5M

Budget Comparisons
An interesting comparison is the salary expenditures for Faculty, Staff, and Exempt employees.
Table 6 and Figures 4 and 5 present historical data to graphically show this comparison. The
different rates of growth can be attributed to 1) the recent retirement ofProfessors and hiring
Assistant Professors and 2) additional rules and mandates that cause staff and exempt to display
disproportional growth when compared to faculty.
Table 6. Comparison of Salary Bases in $K Rounded to K (Nasser 2001)
98-99
94-95
95-96
96-97
97-98
18,605
19,067
Faculty
16,306
17,151
17,751
10,359
9,322
9,873
Staff
8,535
9,071
5,642
4,233
4,594
4,529
5,096
Exempt

Salary Base

94-95

95-96

96-97

97-98

98-99

99-00

Figure 4. Salary Base Comparisons
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99-00
20,042
11,333
5,997

50
40

JD% Gain 94-00 I

,_

30

-

20 -

-

,_

10 0

Faculty

Staff

Exempt

Figure 5. Salary Base Percent Growth Comparisons.

Glossary
Actual Financials
Budget
FTE
I 601
Ledger Accounts

Salary Base

What funds were spent
Funds allotted to spend
Full Time Equivalents
W A state funding cap tied to inflation
Funds from 1) state support based on FTE and 2)tuition funds that is more
flexible on how it is spent
The faculty salary base is the sum of the budget lines of tenured, tenure
track, and full time non-tenure-track faculty plus adjunct lines and phased
retires in a budget baseline. This amount should increase annually.

References
1. Anonymous (2000). "Enrollments and Revenues in FY 2001" a report presented by the Vice
Presidents to Jerilyn S. Mcintyre dated 20 October 2000.
2. Dauwalder, D.P. 2000 "Reallocations" Memo dtd September 27, 2000
3. Nasser, A. 2001 "Handout" presented to faculty Senate Budget Committee 6 Feb 2001
4. Nelson, J.S. (2000). Committee Charge letter dated 25 October 2000.
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Roll Call 2000-01
Faculty Senate Meeting: April 18, 2001
1\DAMSON (spring oAM Karen

HEESACKER

Gary

ALSOSZAT AI-PETHEO John

FUENTES

Agustin

BEAG HAN

Jim

VACANT

\ / BEATH

Linda

BOWMAN

Andrea

\ ; / BRAUNSTEIN

Michael

PALMQUIST

Bruce

BRYAN

Patrick

SUN

Lixing

CANNCASCIATO

Daniel

JORGENSON

Jan

Minerva

BUTTERFIELD

Carol

COCHEBA

Don

GHOSH

Koushik

9 0LEMAN

Be a

v
v

r

c-

V , . CAPLES

v

v

v

Phil

Jim

HECKART

Beverly

CULJAK

Toni

ABDALLA

Laila

D'ACQUISTO

Leo

NETHERY

Vince

DELGADO

Cyril

ELY

Lisa

MELBOURNE

Tim

ENGLUND

Timothy

EUBANKS

James

GRAY
)3U NN

\ / " cooK

~

~ BACKLUND

. LIN

v=

C.T.

STAHELSKI

Anthony

Loretta

Ll

Charles X.

Gerald

FAIRBURN

Wayne

Lad

BENDER

William

'./"' HUBBARD

Brenda

HAWKINS

James

\ ? " ' HUCKABAY

James

f.LWIN

John

V
\7

HOLDEN

JOHNSON

~ !)URTZ
LEWIS

~ LIMONSON
V

Jack

Martha

ARRINGTON

Jane

Keith

BACH

Glen

Chenyang

DIPPMANN

Jefferey

Luetta

WOODCOCK

Don

BRANSDORFER Rodney

Michael

REASONS

Charles

POLISHOOK

Mark

GAUSE

Tom

RICHMOND

Lynn

BRADLEY

James

ROBERTS

Connie

LOCHRIE

Mary

OBERTS

Scott

VACANT

SCHAEFER

Todd

WIRTH

= = s : :SCHWING
SPENCER

v

\\:0/"" DUGAN

Joshua

NELSON

~LIVERO

v.
V"

Kirk

Rex

James

GELLENBECK

Ed

Andrew

SNEDEKER

Jefferey

DONAHOE

Susan

PENICK

Jeff

SUTTON

Jessica

THYFAULT

Alberta

WILLIAMS

Wendy

IJVYATI

Marla

~

1/:'::'BUERGEL

Nancy

FULL-TIME PAYMENT OPTIONS FOR MULTIPLE-SECTION
COURSES TAUGHT THROUGH INTERACTIVE VIDEO
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This compensation package represents the payment program for state-supported multiple- section courses taught simultaneously through
interactive video. Full-time faculty may select, contingent on the approval of the department chair and dean, from the following two means
of compensation for courses taught simultaneously to students at multiple sites through interactive video. Option 2 will be applied when the
alternate-site course is offered through Continuing Education.
The course sections taught at the faculty member's home-site will be taught as part of the regular assigned teaching load and must meet or
exceed the minimum class size as specified by CWU's Instructional Class Size Policy (20 enrollments for lower-division courses. 12
enrollments for upper-division courses, and 8 enrollments for graduate courses). The concurrent sections taught through interactive video at
the alternative sites will carry one of the two compensation packages described in this document.
If the enrollment in the home-site course does not meet the CWU minimum level, the combined enrollment in the home-site course and the
concurrent off-site courses may be combined into a single-section course. In these cases. the course will be taught on load and will not be
eligible for additional compensation via the options below.
If the home-site course enrollment meets or exceeds minimum CWU enrollment requirements and the concurrent course enrollments meet
a minimum enrollment of 8 students, the course will be considered a multiple-section course for which the faculty will be eligible for
compensation via one of the following options.

For the concurrent section taught at the alternative sites. full-time faculty may be assigned teaching-load credit in the following manner:
Credit Load for Section
Delivered at Home Site

Total Faculty
C d"t L d fi S .
Teaching Load for
~e 1 oa or ectton~ Concurrent Sections
Delivered at Alternative S1te ====-""'-==
1.5 credits

4.5 credits

4.0 credits

2.0 credits

6.0 credits

5.0 credits

2.5 credits

7.5 credits

3.0 credits

For concurrent sections taught at the alternative sites. faculty may be paid on an overload basis according to the schedule on the following
page. The number of enrollments will equal the total paid enrollments appearing on SIS on the official lOth day enrollment records for the
quarter.

PAYMENT SCHEDULE IN DOLLARS FOR
CONCURRENT SECTIONS TAUGHT
AT ALTERNATIVE SITES
Total Enrollments
3-credit
4-credit
5-credit
At all Alternative Sites Alternative-Site Alternative-Site Alternative-site
Course

Course

Course

Course

8

$900

$1200

$1500

9

$960

$1280

$1600

10

$ 1020

$1360

$1700

II

$ 1080

$1440

$1800

12

$ 1140

$1520

$1900

13

$ 1200

$1600

$2000

14

$ 1260

$1680

$2100

15

$ 1320

$1760

$2200

16
17

$ 1380
$ 1440

$1840

$2300

$1920

$2400

18

$ 1500

$2000

$2500

19

$ 1560

$2080

$2600

20

$ 1620

$2160

$2700

21

$ 1680

$2240

$2800

22

$ 1740

$2320

$2900

http://www .cwu;e"du/~provost/de_comp_faculty .html
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
ELLENSBURG • LYNNWOOD • MOSES LAKE • SEATAC • STEILACOOM • WENATCHEE • YAKIMA

April~, 2001

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Mr. Joshua Nelson, Chair
Faculty Senate
Campus---7509
Dear Josh:
With this letter I request a formal interpretation of the Faculty Code under Section 1.25. I
further request that this interpretation be rendered in an expeditious way so as to avoid precedentsetting action that has not been subjected to the regular practice of hearing and consideration by
the Code Committee and the faculty/Faculty Senate.
The subject of the interpretation is as follows. It has come to my attention that academic deans
have requested that they be considered for merit as individuals holding academic rank and
defined as faculty under the Faculty Code. The provost has acceded to the request with the
following rationale: "In the same way that full-time department chairs may substitute
performance of their duties as chair for the teaching criteria in Merit Level· I and II
consideration, others who perform full-time administrative duties should also be able to have
their performance of those duties be considered in lieu of the teaching criteria as well."
Following that rationale, the provost has constituted ad hoc personnel committees under Faculty
Code Section 8. 85. Those committees are currently operational.
In requesting this interpretation, I submit that such action, to the best of my knowledge, is
unprecedented. Secondly, full-time deans are subject to the code for administrative exempt
personnel. Thirdly, deans are classified as administrators; chairs are classified as faculty
members and, except for a few instances, share teaching duties with their administering duties.
Fourthly, the appointment of faculty members to ad hoc personnel committees under Faculty
Code Section 8. 85 involves a certain moral ambiguity. To what extent does the act of reviewing
someone who holds authority to determine merit, promotion, tenure and other awards--such as
released time--for individual teaching faculty influence the ultimate judgement of the
administrator? Fifthly, to what extent does judgement for merit under Faculty Code Section 8. 85
conflict with the code for administrative exempt personnel? There may be other issues involved
as well.
Thank you for your consideration and expeditious handling of this request.
Sincerely,

400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg WA 98926-7553 • 509-963-1655
EEO/AA!Tffi.E IX INSTfTUTION • TOO 509 ~3323
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSIT~~:~

ELLENSBURG • LYNNWOOD • MOSES LAKE • SEATAC • STEILACOOM • WENATCHEE • YA KrttA
REGISTRAR SERVICES

TO:

Faculty Senate

FROM:

.
S. chwm
. dt, Assoc1ate
. R.eg1strar
.
Tracy

DATE:

April 13, 2001

RE:

Commencement and Honors Convocation Participation

¥

All faculty are encouraged and welcome to participate in the 2001 commencement
activities. Honors Convocation will be held on Friday evening, June 81h at 8:00p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium. On-campus commencement will be held outdoors at
Tomlinson Field on June 9th at 10:00 a.m. and the Westside commencement will be held
Sunday, June lOth at 1:30 p.m. at Highline Community College.
Participants needing to rent commencement regalia (caps, gowns, hoods) should
contact Jean DeBusschere at the University Store at 963-1362. If you wish to participate,
please return the participation form previously distributed to departments or call 9633012. To assist the Associate Registrar with setup preparations a response prior to May
12th would be appreciated.
.

400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg WA 98926-7465 • 509-963-3001 • FAX: 509-963-3022
EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509 963-3323

Date: April18, 2001
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name if you are not a Faculty Senator.

